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Abstract— During the last few decades various automation 

and rationalization technique has been introduced in the 

field of manufacturing in order to enhance the overall 

industrial productivity. For this we have to develop / modify 

existing system, also new attachment and jigs and fixtures 

are required.  In this modern world, machines play a crucial 

role in different industries and they have replaced the need 

for labor work. With the tremendous development in 

technology dependence on manual work is decreased 

significantly. Some of the leading manufacturers of material 

handling equipment, industrial machinery from India are 

recognized for their high quality products. In this machinery 

cutting machinery also plays the important roles and the 

modernization and new technologies are required in this 

field. The hacksaw is the major cutting machinery used in 

the industry. In this project we have taken Grinding machine 

with metal cutting blade plate and for this machine we are 

going to develop bar feeding mechanism for better 

productivity and smooth flow of work. 

 
Fig. 1: Industrial Cutting Machines 
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I. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND BACKGROUND 

  Indian Current scenario of industry focuses on the high 

production rate with less consumption of resources. To 

achieve this we need to minimize idle time and machine 

time per unit. The feeding mechanism improves those 

factors by reducing time per unit to increase the production. 

The power hacksaw machines, which are operated by human 

operators as aforementioned, have the demerit of unloading 

and loading the work-piece many times. In industries like 

manufacturing of pumps, these machines are used to cut the 

motor shafts to the required lengths. It will be difficult for 

the operator if he has been assigned to cut a huge quantity of 

motor shafts and he has to measure the lengths each time for 

cutting.  

Since humans are not as versatile as machines, 

there is a possibility that there may be inaccuracies. Besides, 

if there is a slight time delay in between every cycle of 

cutting a piece, the cumulative delay in time will be found to 

have a considerable magnitude, which might have been 

utilized properly if the proposed machine were in use there. 

To cut different metal bar pieces with high rate and high 

accuracy there is simple and economical mechanism 

required. Also in the manual feeding safety is prime 

important parameter which is required to take in to 

consideration. 

 
Fig. 2: Conventional Power Hacksaw Machine 

II. OBJECTIVE  

1) Improve and optimize the present procedure.  

2) To improve accuracy.  

3) Minimize the time required by using mechatronics 

technology.  

The objectives of the project are to design a system 

for an automatic wire cutting machine which is: 

 Automation 

 Efficient 

 User-friendly 

 Transportable 

 Cost-effective 

 Reduce strenuous and repetitive task 

 Functional requirement of proposed system 

 Respond as per user’s input 

 Display user’s input 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

The demerit of power hacksaw machine is the automatic 

feeding of work-piece is eliminated by feeding of work-

piece with the help of a conveyor, which directs the work-

piece in to the chuck. The conveyor motor is stopped when 

it has fed the specified length in to the chuck with the help 

of a microcontroller and IR sensor. Then the self-weight 

attached to the blade, which would be previously in a lifted 

position by means of another pneumatic cylinder will be 

lowered so that the hacksaw blade will contact the work-

piece at the point where the cutting is to be done. After a 

piece has been cut, the cycle begins again from automatic 

feeding without any human intervention and proceeds till 

the specified number of pieces is cut. 
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Fig. 3: Line diagram of system 

A. Defining the Specifications of Machine 

The basic need of automatic hacksaw bar feeding machine is 

to feed the bar of required length in required number of 

pieces, without labor, efficiently. So we decided to make a 

project named ‘Automatic bar feeding mechanism for 

hacksaw. For that we decided some specifications given 

below: 

1) To cut required length of bar up to 50mm dia. 

2) Clamping mechanism is adjustable which will suit up to 

50 mm bar. 

3) Guide rollers having V- groove is installed. 

Industrial Bar feeding mechanism consist of two systems- 

1) Mechanical system 

2) Electronics system 

In mechanical system step by step done procedure for on 

that format of design given below 

 Making of a base of the mechanical part: fabrication 

work 

 Select the material for the fabrication work 

 Purchasing of required material from market 

 Checking of all loads acting on that frame  

We decided to make mechanical system into different sub-

category. 

 Base 

 Rollers V- grooved 

 Spring mechanism for adjustment purpose 

 Sliding rails 

 Supports for mounting dc motors 

 Spring attachment 

IV. HACKSAW MACHINE 

Hacksaw Machines are used for metal cutting ranging from 

transportable model to giant size machine. Owing to smooth 

& speedy functioning abilities, these hacksaw machines 

operations spontaneously for aiding the worker in 

consistently carrying his work with ultimate competence.  

A hacksaw is a fine-toothed saw, originally and 

principally for cutting metal. They can also cut various other 

materials, such as plastic and wood; for 

example, plumbers and electricians often cut plastic 

pipe and plastic conduit with them. There are hand 

saw versions and powered versions (power hacksaws). Most 

hacksaws are hand saws with a C-shaped frame that holds 

a blade under tension. Such hacksaws have a handle, usually 

a pistol grip, with pins for attaching a narrow disposable 

blade. The frames may also be adjustable to accommodate 

blades of different sizes. A screw or other mechanism is 

used to put the thin blade under tension. Panel 

hacksaws forgo the frame and instead have a sheet 

metal body; they can cut into a sheet metal panel further 

than a frame would allow. These saws are no longer 

commonly available, but hacksaw blade holders enable 

standard hacksaw blades to be used similarly to a keyhole 

saw or pad saw. Power tools including nibblers, jigsaws, and 

angle grinders fitted with metal-cutting blades and discs are 

now used for longer cuts in sheet metals. 

On hacksaws, as with most frame saws, the blade 

can be mounted with the teeth facing toward or away from 

the handle, resulting in cutting action on either the push or 

pull stroke. In normal use, cutting vertically downwards 

with work held in a bench vice, hacksaw blades should be 

set to be facing forwards. Some frame saws, including Fret 

Saws and Piercing Saws, have their blades set to be facing 

the handle because they are used to cut by being pulled 

down against a horizontal surface. 

V. OVERVIEW 

In this project we have consider bar size up to 50mm. The 

standard length in market available is 6m. As per 

availability of dimensions weight and size, the mechanism is 

developed. 

Mechatronics is a multidisciplinary field of 

engineering that includes a combination of systems 

engineering, mechanical engineering, electronics 

engineering, electrical engineering, telecommunication 

engineering, control engineering and computer engineering. 

As technology advances, the subfields of engineering 

multiply and adapt. Aim of mechtronics is a design process 

that unifies these subfields. Originally, mechatronics just 

include the combinations of machines and electronics; 

however as technical systems have become more and more 

complex the world has been broadened to include more 

technical areas.    

The word "mechatronics" originated in Japanese-

English and was created by Tetsuro Mori, an engineer 

of Yaskawa Electric Corporation. The word "mechatronics" 

was registered as trademark by the company in Japan with 

the registration number of "46-32714" in 1971. However, 

afterward the company released the right of using the word 

to public, and the word "mechatronics" spread to the rest of 

the world. Nowadays, the word is translated in each 

language and the word is considered as an essential term for 

industry. 

VI. PROPOSED WORK 

 
Fig. 4: Proposed 3D Model 
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A. Design & development of Automatic feeding bar 

mechanism for hack saw machine 

Specification of proposed feeding bar mechanism for hack 

saw machine. 

1) Function 

Feeding the bar smoothly as per required condition. 

2) Specification 

Type : Powered hacksaw machine 

Power:- 1 hp. 

Man power requirement:- one operator 

Overall dimensions(Tentative): 1230 x 1250    x 835 mm 

Cutting blades : Vertical 

Capacity : As per size and length of the bar.               

Selected size:- 20 mm bar MS material. 

3) General Information 

The machine consists of a standard timing roller and 

microcontroller electronics circuit, feeding conveyor, 

control panel. 

VII. MATERIALS AND METHODOLOGY 

A. Mechanical Components 

1) Bar/ Shaft:- 

1) PVC pipe 

2) The bar diameter considered 10mm to 50mm 

3) The bar length taken as 900mm  

4) The spring load on bar considered 5kg 

5) The speed of roller selected = 30rpm 

 
Fig. 5: Clamping and guiding arrangement 

2) Shaft- Pulley assembly 

To take grip and for guiding the bar we have considered 5kg 

load on roller. 

The self weight and for design purpose we have 

considered 20 kg load on roller 

Total load on roller = 20kg = 200N 

For bar suitable V- grooved pulley considered = 50mm 

Total torque on crank = 5000N-m 

Ϭ = 145 N/ mm2 

Consider factor of safety = 4 

3) Bearings 

 
Fig. 6: P204 Bearing 

From SKF bearing catalogue we have selected the bearing 

static capacity for shaft dia. 20mm = C0 = 2.32 KN  

From above equation = C = 285 N 

So calculated dynamic capacity C< bearing 

catalogue dynamic capacity C= 4.32KN 

Hence from catalogue bearing selected= 61204 

4) Springs 

 
Fig. 7: Cylindrical spring 

B. Materials for springs: The material for spring should 

have high fatigue strength, high ductility, high resilience 

and it should be creep resistant. 

 0.9% - 1.0% carbon is common material for springs. 

 Steel with 0.85% - 0.95% carbon and 0.3% - 0.4% 

 3. Manganese is used for longer sized springs. 

 Alloy steels such as chrome - vanadium and silicon 

manganese steels are used for better grade springs. 

 Chrome steel, phosphorus bronze and Monel metal 

(nickel alloy) can also be used in special cases, to 

increase corrosion resistance and temperature 

resistance.  

a) Deflection of spring is 6.25 mm. 

b) Free length of spring is 19.68 mm. 

c) Pitch of coil is 5 mm. 

C. Electronics Components 

1) Microcontroller Unit 

In this system two 12 volt and 2 amp wiper motors are used 

from which one is for the bar feeding and another is for bar 

cutting machine. It is required that when the feeding motor 

is in ON condition that time cutting motor should be OFF 

and vice versa. Also time delay is required between two 

conditions. To do these things microcontroller is used. 

For microcontroller, input data is given by using 

the 4*4 keypad. Firstly microcontroller is asking for the 

number of bar which to be cut and after that for the length of 

bar in centimeter. One revolution of roller feeds 10 

centimeter. 

     So, relation is- 
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After one hour that is after passing of 9090 pulses near 

about 240 jobs can be cut which is simply impossible by 

manual method. The program is done for the microcontroller 

which operates the controller. By taking the trial, values of 

the voltage of both the motor can be determined and 

according to these values all the program can be done. 

2) AT89S52 Microcontroller 

a) Microcontroller AT89S52 features 

 Compatible with MCS 51 products 

 8k bytes of in system Re-programmable Flash Memory 

 Fully static operation : 0 Hz  to 24 MHz 

 256 x 8 bit internal RAM   

 32 programmable I/O Lines 

 Three 16 bit Timer or Counters 

 8 Interrupt sources 

 Programmable serial channel 

 Low power Idle & power down modes 

b) Microcontroller at 89s52 description 

The Microcontroller IC 89S52 has 256x8 bit 

internal RAM which is most important feature for this 

application. Here eight to ten readings can be recorded in 

RAM after each half an hour to achieve data logging. 

The Timer/Counter application of 89S52 is used to 

count the pulses from proximity sensor. The interrupt 

pin INTR0 is used to switch into different setting modes the 

serial channel is used to get interface with pc for data logger 

application. 

The AT89C52 provides the following standard 

features: 8Kbytes of Flash, 256 bytes of RAM, 32 I/O lines, 

three 16-bittimer/counters, six-vector two-level interrupt 

architecture, a full duplex serial port, on-chip oscillator, and 

clock circuitry. In addition, the AT89C52 is designed with 

static logic for operation down to zero frequency and 

supports two software selectable power saving modes. 

The Idle Mode stops the CPU while allowing the 

RAM, timer/counters, serial port, and interrupt system to 

continue functioning. The power down Mode saves contents 

but freezes the oscillator and disabling all other chip 

functions. 

Advantages and Applications 

Advantages 

1) Loading time reduced due to automation achieving 

faster production. 

2) Mass production is possible with little modification. 

3) Easy setup. 

4) Can be operated with unskilled worker. 

5) It is portable. 

6) Less maintenance. 

Testing and Concluding Points: 

Sr. 

No 

Points 

observed 

Existing 

manual method 

New developed 

mechanism 

 
Labor 

requirement 

02 LABOUR 

01 = Skilled 

labour 

02 = Unskilled 

labor 

01 LABOUR 

 

01 = Un-Skilled 

labor 

 

Time 

required for 

one cycle 

Required more Required less 

 
Manual 

effort 

Totally this 

methods is 

Here we have 

used the 

based on 

manual 

interference so 

here manual 

effort is 

required more 

or we can say 

100% 

mechanical 

mechanism and 

mechatronic 

logic . so less 

manual 

interference. 

 

 
Material 

handling 

More material 

handling 

Less material 

handling 

 Accuracy 

Proportion we 

can’t set and it 

is all depend on 

experience of 

labor. 

Standardization 

or proper 

procedure we can 

maintain. 

Uniformity is 

there and 

accuracy is 

maintained by 

mechanical 

mechanism. 

Totally manual 

interference is 

avoided. 

6 Maintenance 

Here we will 

not using any 

machinery but 

maintenance in 

terms of labor 

will be in terms 

of their 

hospitality and 

other 

miscellaneous 

cost will be 

present. 

10% of total cost 

of machine we 

are considering 

per year. 

Table 1: 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

“Automatic Bar Feeding Mechanism” provides an 

alternative to the existing automatic cutting machine in 

terms of automating the bar entry into cutting apparatus. 

This mechanism eliminates power fluctuations and lesser 

initial investment. Time consumption is very less when 

compared to manual cutting. This work provides desired 

output. 
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